Carrera (996) Option Codes

M000 ! SUMMARY OF OPTIONAL EXTRAS "M"
M004 GT3 RS (STREET)
M014 SPORT PACKAGES 996
M024 VERSION FOR GREECE
M030 SPORT-TYPE RUNNING GEAR
M032 TOURING SUSPENSION
M034 VERSION FOR ITALY
M058 IMPACT ABSORBERS FRONT AND REAR
M061 VERSION FOR GREAT BRITAIN
M062 VERSION FOR SWEDEN
M063 VERSION LUXEMBURG
M064 VERSION FOR NETHERLANDS
M065 VERSION FOR DENMARK
M066 VERSION FOR NORWAY
M067 VERSION FOR FINLAND
M068 VERSION FOR THAILAND
M069 OTHER COUNTRY VERSION
M071 EU COUNTRY VERSION
M072 VERSION FOR MEXICO
M073 VERSION FOR RUSSIA
M094 SPECIAL MODEL MILLENNIUM
M095 SPECIAL MODEL '40 YEARS 911'
M111 VERSION FOR AUSTRIA
M113 VERSION FOR CANADA
M114 VERSION FOR TAIWAN
M119 VERSION FOR SPAIN
M124 VERSION FOR FRANCE
M126 CONTROL AND INDICATIONS IN FRENCH LETTERING
M127 CONTROL AND INDICATIONS IN SCHWEDISCH
M130 CONTROL AND INDICATIONS IN ENGLISH LETTERING
M139 SEAT HEATING SYSTEM, LEFT SEAT
M150 OPERATES WITH LEADED GAS
M193 VERSION FOR JAPAN
M197 STRONGER BATTERY
M215 VERSION FOR SAUDI ARABIA
M219 DIFFERENTIAL
M220 LOCKING DIFFERENTIAL 40 %
M222 TRACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
M224 AUTOMATIC LIMITED SLIP DIFFERENTIAL
M225 VERSION FOR BELGIUM
M249 TIPTRONIC TRANSMISSION
M265 AUTOMATIC ANTI-DAZZLE INTERIOR MIRROR WITH RAIN SENSOR
M266 AUTOMATIC ANTI-DAZZLE EXTERIOR MIRROR
M270 OUTSIDE MIRROR -PLAN- DRIVER'S SIDE, ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE AND HEATABLE
M271 OUTSIDE MIRROR -ASPHERICAL- DRIVER'S SIDE, ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE AND HEATABLE
M273 OUTSIDE MIRROR, ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE AND HEATABLE
M274 MAKE-UP MIRROR ILLUMINATED
M277 VERSION FOR SWITZERLAND
M288 HEADLAMP WASHER
M320 RADIO "PORSCHE CR-11"
M321 RADIO "PORSCHE CR 22"
M322 RADIO "PORSCHE CR 220"
M325 VERSION FOR SOUTH AFRICA/NEW ZEALAND
M326 RADIO "PORSCHE CR-21"
M327 RADIO "PORSCHE CR 2200"
M329 RADIO "PORSCHE CR-210"
M330 RADIO "PORSCHE CR-31"
M335 AUTOMATICAL SAFETY BELT, 3-POINT, REAR
M338 REAR-WHEEL DRIVE
M339 4-WHEEL DRIVE
M340 SEAT HEATING SYSTEM, RIGHT SEAT
M342 SEAT HEATING SYSTEM, LEFT/RIGHT SEAT
M369 SERIES SEAT, LEFT
M370 SERIES SEAT, RIGHT
M375 SPORTSEAT, BACKREST SHELL, LEFT
M376 SPORTSEAT, BACKREST SHELL, RIGHT
M392 17" CARRERA WHEEL
M396 CAST WHEEL, 17 INCHES
M399 17" CARRERA-4-WHEEL
M408 18" TECHNO WHEEL
M411 18" CARRERA-WHEEL
M413 18" TURBO-LOOK-WHEEL
M414 18" TURBO-LOOK-WHEEL HIGH GLOSS FINISH
M417 18" CARRERA-WHEEL, POLISHED
M421 FRONT CASSETTE COMPARTMENT
M422 REAR CASSETTE COMPARTMENT
M424 CD COMPARTMENT
M425 REAR WINDOW WIPER
M432 STEERING WHEEL WITH TIPTRONIC CONTROL
M436 3-SPOKE AIRBAG STEERING WHEEL
M437 COMFORT SEAT LEFT, ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE
M438 COMFORT SEAT RIGHT, ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE
M439 ELECTRICAL ROOF CATCH
M440 MANUAL ANTENNA, 4 LOUDSPEAKERS --> MY 2002
M490 INSCRIPTIONS IN GERMAN LANGUAGE
M492 FOR LEFT-HAND TRAFFIC
M509 FIRE EXTINGUISHER
M513 BACK-SUPPORT (LORDOSE) RIGHT SEAT
M532 DELETED REMOTE CONTROL ANTI-THEFT DEVICE
M533 RADIO CONVERTIBLE-TOP OPERATION OMITTED
M534 THEFT SECURITY SYSTEM
M535 ANTI-THEFT LOCK 315 MHZ
M536 ALARM SIREN AND TILT SENSOR
M537 SEATING POSITION CONTROL FOR CONFORT SEAT, LEFT
M538 SEATING POSITION CONTROL FOR CONFORT SEAT, RIGHT
M539 MECHANICAL SEAT-HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT LEFT
M540 MECHANICAL SEAT-HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT RIGHT
M549 HARDTOP
M551 WIND DEFLECTOR
M553 VERSION FOR USA, CANADA
M562 AIRBAG DRIVER'S SIDE AND FRONT PASSENGER'S SIDE
M563 SIDE AIRBAG
M566 FOG-HEADLAMPS, WHITE
M567 WINDSHIELD TINTED, UPPER PART DARKER COLOURED
M571 ACTIVATED CHARCOAL FILTER
M573 AIR CONDITIONER
M574 WITHOUT AIR CONDITIONER
M580 NON-SMOKER'S PACKAGE
M581 CENTER CONSOLE FRONT
M586 BACK-SUPPORT (LORDOSE) LEFT SEAT
M590 POWER LID LOCKING
M601 HEADLAMP LITRONIC
M602 RAISED STOP LAMP
M605 HEADLIGHT VERTICAL AIM CONTROL
M606 DAYTIME RUNNING LAMP
M614 PREPARATION OF TELEPHONE INSTALLATION MOTOROLA 2200
M618 PREPARATION OF TELEPHONE INSTALLATION
M620 E-ACCELERATOR
M635 PARKING ASSISTENT
M650 ELECTRICAL SLIDING ROOF
M651 ELECTRIC WINDOW OPENER
M657 POWER ASSISTED STEERING
M659 COMPUTER
M660 OBD 2
M661 STRICTER EMISSION-CONTROL CONCEPT
M662 INFO/NAVIGATION SYSTEM
M663 HANDS-FREE RECEIVER
M664 ORVR
M665 PCM2 BASIC MODULE INCLUDING RADIO
M666 PCM2 TELEPHONE (GSM)
M668 PCM2 TELEPHONE HANDSET
M670 PCM2 NAVIGATION
M680 -MY 01 DIGITAL SOUND PACKAGE
       - MY 02- SOUND SYSTEM BOSE ANALOG
M685 REAR SEATS, DEVIDED
M686 RADIO "PORSCHE CDR-21"
M688 RADIO "PORSCHE CDR-210"
M689 PREPARATION OF CD-CHANGER
M692 CD-CHANGER "PORSCHE"
M695 CD-RADIO "PORSCHE CDR 22"
M696 CD-RADIO "PORSCHE CDR 220"
M698 CD-RADIO "PORSCHE CDR 32"
M699 MD-RADIO "PORSCHE MDR 32"
M936 SEAT COVERS REAR, LEATHER
M937 SEAT COVERS REAR, LEATHERETTE
M939 SEAT COVERS REAR, DRAPEP LEATHER
M946 SEAT COVERS FRONT, LEATHER/LEATHER/LEATHERETTE
M981 LEATHER EQUIPMENT WITHOUT SEAT COVERS
M982 SEAT COVERS FRONT, DRAPEP LEATHER/LEATHER/LEATHER
M983 SEAT COVERS FRONT, LEATHER
M990 SEAT COVERS FRONT, CLOTH/CLOTH/LEATHERETTE
M999 PASSENGER COMPARTMENT MONITORING SENSOR FOR LEATHER COLOUR OF CHOICE
IXAA AEROKIT CUP
IXAB SPYDER REAR IN BODY COLOUR
IXAF TURBO AEROKIT
IXAG CARRERA REAR SPOILER
IXCZ SWITCH TRAVEL SHORTENING
IXD9 WHEEL PAINTED IN BODY COLOUR
IXE8 GEAR LEVER IN DARK BURR WALNUT WITH ALUMINIUM INLAY, LEATHER
IXE9 HAND BRAKE LEVER IN DARK BURR WALNUT WITH ALUMINIUM INLAY, LEATHER
IXJB REAR SECTION OF CENTRE CONSOLE IN ARCTIC SILVER
IXJ4 IGNITION LOCK SURROUND IN LEATHER
IXKB SIDE AIR VENT IN LIGHT BURR WALNUT/MAPLE
IXKC SIDE AIR VENT IN DARK BURR WALNUT/MAPLE
IXKD SIDE AIR VENT IN CARBON
IXKE SIDE AIR VENT IN ARCTIC SILVER
IXKG DEFROSTER TRIM IN LIGHT BURR WALNUT/MAPLE, LEATHER
IXKH DEFROSTER TRIM IN DARK BURR WALNUT/MAPLE, LEATHER
IXKJ DEFROSTER TRIM IN CARBON/LEATHER
IXKX INSTRUMENT SURROUND IN ARCTIC SILVER
IXLA BOXSTER TAILPIPE
IXLF SPORTS EXHAUST SYSTEM
IXMA ROOF LINING IN LEATHER
IXME REAR SECTION OF CENTRE CONSOLE PAINTED
IXMF FRONT SECTION OF CENTRE CONSOLE INCL. 2 TRAYS IN LEATHER
IXMJ REAR SECTION OF CENTRE CONSOLE IN CARBON
IXMK ROLL-OVER BAR IN EXTERIOR COLOUR
IXML REAR SECTION OF CENTRE CONSOLE IN LIGHT BURR WALNUT/MAPLE
IXMP LEATHER SUN VISOR, 2 LIT MAKE-UP MIRRORS
IXMR SUN VISOR IN LEATHER, 2 ILLUMINATED VANITY MIRRORS, MAP LIGHT
IXMV ROLL-OVER BAR IN ARCTIC SILVER
IXM2 REAR SECTION OF CENTRE CONSOLE IN LEATHER
IXNB REAR SECTION OF CENTRE CONSOLE IN DARK BURR WALNUT/MAPLE
IXNG INSTRUMENT SURROUND IN LEATHER
IXNH SIDE VENT. LEFT/RIGHT DEFROSTER TRIM IN LEATHER
IXNN CENTRAL AIR VENT MOUNTING IN LEATHER
IXNR CENTRAL AIR VENT MOUNTING IN CARBON
IXNS STEERING COLUMN CASING, 4-PART IN LEATHER
IXNU TRIM STRIP IN LEATHER
IXNV TRIM STRIP IN LIGHT BURR WALNUT/MAPLE
IXNW TRIM STRIP IN DARK BURR WALNUT/MAPLE
IXNX TRIM STRIP IN CARBON
IXNY TRIM STRIP IN ARCTIC SILVER
IX3 DASHBOARD SIDE AIR VENT IN LEATHER
IXPA 3-SPOKE SPORTS STEERING WHEEL IN LEATHER INTERIOR COLOUR
IXPB 3-SPOKE SPORTS STEERING WHEEL IN LIGHT BURR WALNUT/MAPLE, LEATHER
IXPC 3-SPOKE SPORTS STEERING WHEEL IN DARK BURR WALNUT/MAPLE, LEATHER
IXPD 3-SPOKE SPORTS STEERING WHEEL IN CARBON/LEATHER
IXPG 3-SPOKE SPORTS STEERING WHEEL IN ALU-LOOK/LEATHER
IXPP LOUDSPEAKER FINISHER ON SWITCH PANEL IN INTERIOR COLOUR
IXPW INSTRUMENT SURROUND IN LIGHT BURR WALNUT/MAPLE
IXPX INSTRUMENT SURROUND IN DARK BURR WALNUT/MAPLE
IXPY INSTRUMENT SURROUND IN CARBON
IXRA 17" SPORTCLASSIC WHEEL
IXRB 18" SPORTCLASSIC 2 WHEEL
IXRC 18" SPORTTECHNO WHEEL
IXRL 18" SPORTDESIGN WHEEL
IXRN 2 x 17 MM WHEEL SPACERS ON REAR AXLE
IXRP 4 x 5 MM WHEEL SPACERS ON FRONT/REAR AXLES
IXSA SPORTS SEAT BACKREST PAINTED
IXSB SPORTS SEAT BACKREST IN LEATHER
IXSC PORSCHE CREST EMBOSSED IN HEADREST
IXSD SEAT CONTROL TRIM IN LEATHER
IXSE BUCKET SEAT LEFT
IXSF BUCKET SEAT RIGHT
IXSG RACING BUCKET SEAT LEFT
IXSJ SIX-POINT SEAT BELTS
IXSL SIX-POINT SAFETY BAR
IXSM RACING SAFETY CAGE
IXSN OMISSION OF REAR SEAT ASSEMBLY
IXSR BUCKET SEAT RIGHT, BACKREST CARBON
IXSS BUCKET SEAT LEFT, BACKREST CARBON
IXSU LOWERED FRONT SEAT
IXSW SEAT BELTS IN MARITIME BLUE
IXSX SEAT BELTS IN GUARDS RED
IXSY SEAT BELTS IN SPEED YELLOW
IXTC DOOR FEATURES IN LEATHER
IXTE DOOR FEATURES IN CARBON/LEATHER
IXTF DOOR FEATURES IN ARCTIC SILVER/LEATHER
IXTG INNER SILL FINISHER IN LEATHER
IXTJ DOOR FEATURES IN LIGHT BURR WALNUT/MAPLE
IXTK DOOR FEATURES IN DARK BURR WALNUT/MAPLE
IXTL DOOR FEATURES IN CARBON
IXV1 DEFROSTER TRIM IN LEATHER
IXX1 FLOOR MATS, LOGO, LEATHER BORDER
IXX2 FOOTWELL LIGHTHTING
IXYS TIPTRONIC GEAR SELECTOR GATE IN LEATHER
IXZD INTERIOR LIGHT COVER IN LEATHER
IX45 INSTRUMENT DIALS IN INTERIOR COLOUR
IX51 POWER KIT 254 KW
IX65 TIPTRONIC GEAR SELECTOR IN LIGHT BURR WALNUT WITH ALUMINIUM INLAY
IX66 TIPTRONIC GEAR SELECTOR IN DARK BURR WALNUT WITH ALUMINIUM INLAY
IX69 DOOR ENTRY GUARDS IN CARBON WITH LOGO
IX70 DOOR ENTRY GUARDS IN STAINLESS STEEL WITH LOGO
IX71 ALUMINIUM-COLOURED INSTRUMENT DIALS
IX72 GEAR LEVER IN LIGHT BURR WALNUT WITH ALUMINIUM INLAY, LEATHER
IX73 TURBO SPORTS CHASSIS
IX74 EXCLUSIVE SPORTS CHASSIS
IX76 SIDE SKIRTS LEFT/RIGHT
IX91 HAND BRAKE LEVER IN LIGHT BURR WALNUT WITH ALUMINIUM INLAY, LEATHER
IX99 NATURAL LEATHER